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Stem cell treatment in Kyiv




Stem cell treatment in Kiev will help restore lost organ functions, cure the most hopeless diseases and provide total rejuvenation of the body at the cellular level. Our Stem Cell Therapy clinic provides stem cell injections, price for which is the most affordable and competitive in Ukraine.






Biotechnological laboratory Coolaser Clinic. Maximum sterility. Doctors and lab technicians work only in specialized sterile suits.




Stem Cell Treatment (Dose: 220 million Stem Cells) – $ 6590 ( 180 000 UAH)
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Stem Cell Therapy




Stem Cell therapy is an innovative method of treatment for diseases that allows you to restore diseased organs and body parts by transplantation of healthy and new stem cells, as well as to influence the regeneration of tissues for rejuvenation.




The use of stem cell preparations in the treatment of diseases in the scientific world is considered one of the greatest achievements in the history of mankind.




What are Stem Cells?




Human stem cells (HC) are the precursors of all of our body’s tissues and organs. Their main function is the ability to regenerate. Stem cells receive signals from diseased organs. They begin to migrate with the bloodstream to the affected tissues and turn into specialized organ tissues.




Thus, the biochemical properties of stem cells restore the damaged organ, reduce inflammation and promote the formation of new blood vessels. This process is called Homing (homing means returning home, from home)




Homing is the ability to direct the movement of HC from their original location to a specific destination in the body. This process is controlled by various molecules and signals that ensure that the stem cells are precisely directed to the desired tissue or organ.




Homing is essential for their effective use in medical applications. For example, in therapeutic medicine, cellular preparations can be used to regenerate damaged tissues or organs.










Homing directional studies allow the development of new methods of stem cell delivery and optimize the process of tissue regeneration. This is an important aspect in the development of regenerative medicine and the treatment of various diseases associated with tissue damage or degeneration.




It is this feature of theirs that has been taken as the basis for the treatment of more than 300 diseases.




SC activate innate and adaptive immunity, which is especially important in the treatment of autoimmune diseases.




Stem Cell Treatment in Ukraine




Stem cell treatment in Ukraine has old roots and traditions. As far back as soviet times members of USSR government and Communist Party Soviet Union leadership were using cell technologies for rejuvenation and recovery. Cell technology research institutes were located in Kiev, Kharkov, and Ternopil, where members of the CPSU Central Committee, including Brezhnev, flew for treatment.




“Cell Therapy Kiev” became a nickname in the circle of party bosses who wanted to prolong their lives and get the elixir of eternal youth. 






Members of the CPSU Central Committee used stem cell therapy. The main cell technology institutes were located in Ukraine.
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Stem Cell Therapy Clinic (Kiev)




Coolaser Clinic is the clinic of Stem Cell Therapy in Kiev, which uses the experience and knowledge of Ukrainian scientists and specialists, as well as the experience of American colleagues.




Methods of cell therapy are based on the isolation of stem cells from the body, their reproduction, modification and subsequent transplantation.




These methods can be successfully applied in regenerative medicine (regeneration of damaged tissues and organs), in the treatment of hereditary diseases and cancer, in the treatment of severe cardiovascular, neurodegenerative and autoimmune diseases, diseases of the musculoskeletal system, as well as in Anti-Age medicine for face and body rejuvenation and rejuvenation of the whole body.




–






Coolaser Clinic laboratory unit



Stem Cell Treatment in Kiev by Day




	Online consultation for 15 min with the surgeon (free of charge)
	Consultation in the clinic: collection of medical history and prescription of preliminary tests (included in the cost of treatment).
	Biomaterial sampling: lipoaspiration: after examining the test results, an appointment is made to obtain a small dose of the patient’s adipose tissue for stem cell isolation. Lipoaspiration is usually performed by a surgeon under local anesthesia under operating room conditions. We can provide general anesthesia at the patient’s request.
	Sending the biomaterial to the laboratory: the Coolaser Clinic performs stem cell treatment in cooperation with the biotechnology company Medical Center Genome, which started its activities on the premises of Ternopil Medical University named after I.Y. Gorbachevsky. Therefore, material is collected and prepared in Kiev, and scaling and culturing of stem cells from adipose tissue is carried out in the Ternopil laboratory.
	Scaling and cultivation: The Genome Medical Center accepts biological material from the Coollaser Clinic for further scaling and cultivation of cell cultures in Ternopil. Hereafter, the cells isolated from the patient’s own adipose tissue are multiplied in the conditions of the biotechnological laboratory for 20 to 30 days.
	Return of cultured cells: After scaling the cellular material, the cultured SCs are transferred to the Coolaser Clinic for administration to the patient in Kiev.
	Systemic intravenous and local injection (stem cell injection): The dose and number of repeat injections depend on the nature of the disease and compliance with the protocol, which we select individually for each clinical case.
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Stem Cells – Low Price is Guaranteed by Two Factors




	Factor: By cooperating with a reliable and qualified biotech laboratory in collaboration with a university outside Kiev, Coolaser Clinic provides not only effective treatment but also competitive prices. It is a well-known fact that maintenance of the laboratory, utility costs, wage fund is always lower outside the capital. Hence the lower cost of laboratory work. That’s why our project “Cell Therapy Kiev – Ternopil” acts as a joint medical center and gives the patient an opportunity to save money while maintaining quality.
	Factor: We use new, patented technologies which give an advantage in solving the most difficult medical problems.





Coolaser Clinic ensures that our price for stem cells in Ukraine is the lowest and the results are among the best in the country. We offer stem cell treatment in Ukraine inexpensively due to cost optimization and patented technologies.




What are the advantages of Coolaser Clinic in partnership with Ternopil Biotechnology Company:




-a biotechnology company licensed by the MOH to operate a stem cell bank and a medical clinic licensed by the MOH for surgery;




-Own biotechnology laboratory and its own operating room, equipped according to the highest international standards;




-Own cryobank of umbilical cord blood in Ternopil and own laboratory unit in Kiev;




-application of the profound basic knowledge of the Ternopil Medical University since 1952;




-technologies received from American colleagues and brought to Ternopil, and the experience of physicians who regularly attend trainings and experience exchanges in the United States;




-Cooperation with STEMCELL Technologies Inc., a Canadian biotechnology company, which develops special media for stem cell culture, cell culture isolation systems from adipose tissue and auxiliary products for research in the field of life sciences;




-applied high-tech equipment that has demonstrated excellent results;




-Practical experience and positive feedback about stem cell treatment in Ukraine






The process of scaling and selection of mesenchymal stem cells in the Coolaser Clinic laboratory
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Treatment of Diseases Using Stem Cells




To date, techniques for the treatment of somatic diseases have been developed and implemented, as well as technologies of biorevitalization of the body with autologous cellular material. Stem cell therapy in Ukraine with transplantation is used when other methods except cell therapy are powerless.




What Diseases Can Be Treated by Stem Cells




Stem cells in medicine are used to treat chronic diseases. Below is a list of diseases that can be treated with stem cells in Ukraine.









Autoimmune diseases:









	Diabetes
	Scleroderma
	Systemic lupus erythematosus
	Autoimmune glomerulonephritis
	Crohn’s disease
	Rheumatoid arthritis
	Myasthenia gravis
	Optic atrophy





We use mesenchymal stem cells from the patient’s own adipose tissue in our cell therapy strategy for autoimmune diseases. We also use umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells taken from donor material. These types of cells have a special feature: they are characterized by a unique immunosuppressive property to suppress the pathological activity of immune cells against their own organs and tissues.




Technologically, stem cell therapy is based on the isolation of mesenchymal (MSCs) from the fetoplacental complex of adipose tissue.









Diseases of the cardiovascular system









	Myocardial infarction in the acute phase and the subsequent rehabilitation
	Coronary heart disease and cardiosclerosis
	Heart failure
	Myocardiodystrophy of different genesis
	Hypertension with retinopathy
	Atherosclerosis of aorta and cerebral vessels
	Other cardiovascular diseases
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Vascular diseases




	Vasculitis
	Limb ischemia (including critical)










Endocrine system diseases









	Type II diabetes
	Disorders associated with type I and type II diabetes (diabetic foot)
	Hyperthyroidism
	Hypothyroidism
	Thyrotoxicosis










Diseases of the central and peripheral nervous system









The most common diseases of the nervous system include:









	Stroke
	Rehabilitation after strokes and craniocerebral injuries
	Disorders of cerebral circulation
	Traumas of the brain and spinal cord, and their consequences
	Paralysis and its consequences with disorders of the locomotor apparatus
	Multiple sclerosis
	Asperger’s syndrome and autism treatment
	Parkinson’s disease
	Alzheimer’s disease
	Raynaud’s disease
	Myodystrophy
	Duchenne muscular dystrophy
	Peripheral nervous system disorders of various origins
	Neuralgia
	Inflammation of the sciatic nerve
	Sleep disorders
	Chronic fatigue syndrome
	Cerebral palsy
	Mental retardation
	Consequences of meningitis
	Consequences of neonatal hypoxia
	Posthypoxic encephalopathy
	Bulbar syndrome
	Myasthenia gravis
	Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
	Cerebral infarction
	Cerebral ischemia
	Dementia
	Encephalopathy










Skin diseases









	Psoriasis
	Cosmetic skin defects
	Scars after burns, ulcers, surgery
	Dermatitis
	Neurodermatitis
	Eczema
	Atopic dermatitis
	Alopecia










Diseases of the musculoskeletal system









	Osteochondrosis of the spine
	Degenerative changes in joints
	Osteoporosis
	Osteoarthritis of knee joints
	Knee arthritis
	Arthrosis of the hip joint
	Dysplasia of the hip joints
	Gout
	Coxarthrosis
	Fractures
	Traumas, consequences of injuries
	Muscular dystrophy
	Functional disorders of the locomotor system










Immune system disorders









	Immune system disorders in women with a complicated course – menopause
	Secondary immunodeficiency of various etiologies
	Immunodeficiency after chemotherapy
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Diseases of the urogenital system









	Glomerulonephritis
	Prostatitis
	Reproductive disorders in men and women
	Potency disorders
	Ovarian dysfunction










Gastrointestinal Tract Diseases









	Gastroduodenitis
	Gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer
	Colitis of various etiologies
	Diverticulitis
	Intestinal and biliary dyskinesia
	Pancreatitis
	Hepatitis
	Liver cirrhosis
	Consequences of hepatitis B and C
	Cholecystitis
	Chronic and acute hepatitis
	Acute hepatitis with severe jaundice and hepatocellular failure
	Chronic hepatocellular failure
	Hepatic coma
	Pancreatic pathologies





The above list of diseases in which stem cell therapy has proven successful is not complete. For example, the results of clinical trials in other countries of Covid 19 treatments have already been published. The full list is much longer and continues to grow, as the therapeutic potential of stem cell therapy is very great.
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Stem Cell Therapy: Types of Cells




SC are divided into three main groups depending on their source:




	embryonic,
	fetal,
	Postnatal (adult stem cells).





What are embryonic stem cells




Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) form an inner cell mass (ICM), or embryoblast, at an early stage of embryonic development.




ESCs differ from conventional SCs in that the embryonic cells are pluripotent. This means that they are capable of differentiating into all cell types of the three germ layers, except for cells of the extra germinal organs (placenta and yolk sac).
















Cultivation of stem cells in the Coolaser Clinic
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What are fetal stem cells and embryonic stem cell therapy




Fetal stem cells are obtained from fetal material after an abortion (usually gestational age, i.e. intrauterine development of the fetus is 9-12 weeks). Fetal SCs are a mixture of multipotent and unipotent stem cells.




Clinical use of fetal and human embryonic stem cells is prohibited in most countries of the world. In Ukraine, the use of fetal cells and therapy with embryonic stem cells is still allowed, but it gives rise to great ethical disputes.






Embryonic stem cells. 













What are postnatal SC









Preparations of stem cells from human postnatal tissues (after birth) and postnatal material (placenta, umbilical cord) have been widely used in clinical and experimental medicine. The source of the above cell material is mesenchymal SCs of bone marrow, adipose tissue, umbilical cord and hematopoietic stem cells of peripheral blood, bone marrow and umbilical cord blood.




Hematopoietic stem cells from umbilical cord blood are considered to be the most common donor material.




An important area of regenerative medicine should be recognized clinical and experimental use of somatic cells isolated from the human body for further transplantation and cell therapy. For this purpose fibroblasts, keratinocytes, chondrocytes, endothelial cells and other cultured in vitro cells are widely used today. Growing tissues and organs in the conditions of biotechnological laboratory opens new possibilities in the field of transplantology.




Before the procedure of cell therapy, the attending physician conducts a consultation, collects the patient’s medical history and determines the algorithm of examination.









What tests and examinations a man needs to pass before treatment









1) Complete blood count.




 2) General analysis of urine.




 3) Biochemical analysis of blood.




 4) Blood group. Blood rhesus.




 5) Infection screening.




 6) Cancer male panel.
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Oncomarkers to be taken before the treatment procedure:









	Male cancer panel (PSA, AFP, REA, CA 19-9, CA 72-4)
	Common Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA)
	Cancer-embryonic antigen (CEA)
	Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) -oncomarker
	Pancreatic, gallbladder (CA 19-9) tumor marker
	Gastric Cancer Marker (CA 72-4)
	Infectious screening:
	Viral hepatitis screening (HbsAg, HCV, HAV)
	HBsAg (Australian antigen)
	HCV total antibodies (anti-HCV total IgM + IgG)
	Package. TORCH IgG + IgM
	Cytomegalovirus (CMV) IgG antibodies
	IgM cytomegalovirus (CMV) antibodies
	IgM antibodies to herpes virus type 1/2 (HSV 1/2)
	IgG antibodies to herpes virus type 1/2 (HSV 1/2)
	IgG antibodies to toxoplasmosis (TOXO)
	IgM antibodies to toxoplasmosis (TOXO)
	The tests for women may be more extensive. You can learn more about them during a consultation when you visit our medical center.










Autoimmune disease treatment









High effectiveness of cell therapy has been proven. It is especially important in cases when traditional treatment is not effective enough, for example, treatment of non-healing wounds and trophic ulcers in diabetes and systemic scleroderma.









What are autoimmune diseases









Autoimmune diseases develop as a result of an abnormal release of antibodies against healthy body tissues. This leads to inflammation and organ damage, necrosis, and non-healing wounds.









What autoimmune diseases human stem cells treat









– diabetes mellitus




– systemic scleroderma




– rheumatoid arthritis




– psoriasis




– systemic vasculitis




– glomerulonephritis




– autoimmune thyroiditis




– multiple sclerosis




– addison’s disease




-dermatomyositis




– Sjögren’s syndrome




– non-specific ulcerative colitis




– systemic lupus erythematosus




– Goodpasture’s syndrome




– reactive arthritis
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Before and After Photos of Stem Cell Treatment Results




We have over a hundred patients under our care after the SC treatment




In most clinical cases we have seen positive dynamics of the disease course, and in some cases, complete recovery from the effects of the disease. For example, healing of non-healing wounds, treatment of necrosis and absence of recurrence.




Clinical result of successful treatment of non-healing wounds in systemic scleroderma with Raynaud’s syndrome




A patient had necrosis of finger nail phalanges against the background of relapsing disease accompanied by systemic inflammatory processes and circulatory disturbances. Surgeons raised the question of amputation of the necrotic nail phalanges






Before and After photos show how stem cell therapy has completely restored the phalanges with complete healing of the wounds.








Diabetes mellitus treatment and diabetic foot healing




Clinical case of successful treatment of Type I diabetes mellitus and as a consequence of long non-healing wounds of the lower leg.




The patient had necrosis of the skin and surrounding tissues. Local and systemic drug treatment was unsuccessful. The wound had not healed for 10 months.










 Treatment was administered:




Twice intravenous and local injection of stem cell preparation was accompanied by healing of the wound and complete recovery of the skin. You can see the result in the before and after photos of the stem cell treatment.




Clinical case: Stem cell therapy was used to treat a long non-healing wound in the foot against the background of type 1 diabetes




















Diabetes mellitus is accompanied by poor circulation in the lower extremities. Which leads to the formation of poorly healing chronic wounds and trophic ulcers. Local treatment of the wound in combination with intravenous injection of mesenchymal stem cell preparations made it possible to treat diabetic foot. This was achieved as a result of improved blood circulation and tissue regeneration.
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Bone marrow stem cells




Bone marrow transplantation is one of the most important advances in modern medicine that has saved thousands of patients with blood cancers and other hematologic diseases. This method of cell therapy has given hope to many hopelessly ill patients. This technology has a history of its own.










History of bone marrow stem cell transplantation




The transplantation of bone marrow cells from one person to another as an idea originated in the early 20th century. The first bone marrow transplant from unrelated donors was performed by the French oncologist Georges Mathe in 1959. He saved four of the five Yugoslav nuclear workers exposed to radiation as a result of the nuclear accident.




An important discovery in the field of “Organ and Cell Transplantation in the Treatment of Human Disease” is considered to be the technology of transplantation of hematopoietic bone marrow cells. For these achievements in 1990 Edward Donell Thomas and Josef Murray were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. Since then, bone marrow stem cell therapy has become a recognized treatment option.




Bone Marrow Donation




Different types of bone marrow SC, as well as peripheral blood, are used to treat various somatic diseases. There are two types of donation:




-Autologous transplantation (the patient’s own cells)




-Alogenous transplantation (from relatives and other donors)




The likelihood of matching for donation is very difficult and unlikely. The chance of a match from a sibling is only 25%.




Therefore, the method of using autologous (own) bone marrow mesenchymal MSCs is considered an effective way of cell therapy. The own bone marrow mesenchymal MSCs, as biological material, are obtained surgically in the operating room under general anesthesia. This is followed by a complex multi-step laboratory processing. This technology requires much knowledge, sophisticated equipment and highly qualified specialists.
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Bone marrow stem cell therapies at the Coolaser Clinic




Cell therapy involves several stages




First stage:




Trepan biopsy of bone marrow is a type of biopsy, during which not a small part of the skin surface is taken, but a whole column of bone tissue. A special instrument, the trepan, is used to obtain the biomaterial. It is a hollow tube, with sharp edges.











Trepan-biopsy of the bone marrow in the Coolaser Clinic
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Bone marrow sampling by trepan biopsy and liquid phase aspiration under general anesthesia is performed in a certified operating room at the Coolaser Clinic. This operation is performed by our biotechnologist, candidate of medical sciences, assistant professor A.O. Kovalchuk.




The second stage:




Extraction of stem cells from bone marrow in the conditions of biotechnological laboratory Genome in Ternopil.




The third stage:




Scaling (cultivation) of cells to the required amount of therapeutic dose of cellular drug.




Fourth stage:




Washing and subsequent administration of the cell suspension systemically or into the affected area.









Coolaser Clinic Laboratory Division and Genome Biotechnology Laboratory




Our Coolaser Clinic is home to a laboratory unit equipped with laboratory equipment and a class 2A safety class laminar flow box. We have sufficient experience in the application of cell technology. We have a number of successful results in addition to those described above.











Stem cell scaling work in the laboratory division of the Coolaser Clinic
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For example, in the table below we give an indication of the number of intravenous injections applied and the course of stem cell treatments




In the right column you can see how much does stem cell treatment cost (Kiev)














	Procedure	Stages	Doses	 price
	Premium program. Allogeneic MSC therapy (100 mln.)	The program is a two-stage introduction. Re-introduction of 50 million – after 5 – 10 days	A single dose of 60 million	58000 UAH
	Premium MAX program	Allogeneic MSC therapy (200 million). Quadruple introduction program	Dose 200 million., Re-introduction – every 5 – 10 days	160000 UAH
	Standard program	Allogeneic MSC therapy. Two-step introduction program	60 million
Single dose 30 million., Re-introduction – after 5 days	58000 UAH
	Program “local therapy”	Local therapy with allogeneic MSCs	30 million	30000 UAH





 




Stem cells for rejuvenation and premature aging treatment









Stem cell injections for rejuvenation are used for aesthetic and medical purposes to slow down premature aging. In mild cases or for preventive purposes, a course of stem cell therapy with “local therapy” (30 million) or with your own fibroblasts (20 million), as prescribed by your doctor, will suffice for a visible therapeutic effect.




Rejuvenation with autologous fibroblasts and rejuvenation with stem cells (comparative table for the price)




	Stem cells Rejuvenation: cost of the program “local therapy”	the number of cells (30 million)	30000 UAH
	Natural fibroblasts rejuvenation: program cost “local therapy”	program amount of cells (30 million)	30 000 UAH










Stem Cell Rejuvenation photo:
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The photo before and after stem cell injection shows the result of local injection of MSC to rejuvenate and smooth wrinkles. Such injections have been deservedly named “Stem Cell Youth Injections”.




The photo before and after stem cell injection shows the result of local injection of MSC to rejuvenate and smooth wrinkles. Such injections have been deservedly named “Stem Cell Youth Injections”.




Where do you get stem cells for rejuvenation?




Depending on the task, the doctor determines the type and method of biomaterial sampling. This takes place only under sterile conditions in a licensed surgical operating room under local or general anesthesia.




The collection of biomaterial from the patient can be done by several methods.




Methods of stem cell isolation:




	Liposuction of adipose tissue,
	bone marrow puncture,
	skin punch biopsy





Our specialists are highly qualified in preparation of MSC preparation for injection and rejuvenation.
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Stem Cell Treatment for Impotence




  Treatment of impotence with stem cells is increasingly finding its way into clinical practice. Various causes and factors can lead to impotence disorders, which is the basis for different approaches and treatment strategies for this type of diseases. Today urologists, sexopathologists and surgeons use different technologies to achieve success. Often the treatment is complex, ranging from surgical interventions to hormonal replacement therapy. The multitude of causes leading to loss of libido often confuses doctors and confuses them. This leads to unsuccessful treatment attempts and lack of results. Therefore, an accurate diagnosis using laboratory and instrumental methods of examination is extremely important. 




Impotence: causes and factors




	Hormonal imbalance
	stress and psychological factors
	Functional and organic disorders of blood circulation in the pelvis and genital organs





An interesting fact is that the use of SC preparations works effectively in all three aforementioned etiological factors. But at the same time the cell preparations and protocols of their use are radically different. This confirms the need for a highly qualified physician and a great deal of experience when using these technologies.




For example:




In some cases, Leydig cells are used as local injections in cases where the testes’ own analogous cells lose their activity and stop producing hormones.




In other cases systemic cell therapy with mesenchymal and hematopoietic SC preparations is used for correction of hormonal imbalance on the level of the whole organism. Given the above multifactoriality, a man with the complaint: “why a penis does not stand”, should help the doctor with determining the cause of the disease and collecting an accurate anamnesis. 




How to improve male health in Kiev




Often our patients are men with a problem: to provide increased potency. They, as a rule, have already consulted the profile specialists and already undergo complex treatment of impotence.




Another category of our patients are men who are afraid of losing libido due to age changes, as well as stress factors in modern life. While working with such groups of men in clinical trials, we have worked out the optimal formula for the prevention and treatment of impotence.




Our strategy includes both systemic administration and topical SC injections.




Typically, this strategy helps not only to move a long-standing lingering problem of erectile dysfunction, but also to simply provide increased potency in healthy men.




Restoring potency with stem cells




Our course of treatment includes:




	Penile injection of stem cells into the penis (cavernous body of the penis)
	Repeated systemic injections into the vein at the rate of 1mln per 1kg body weight.










What is a penile injection









Penile injection is an injection of stem cells into the cavernous body of the penis with the aim of improving potency. In our case we use the patient’s own MSCs instead of drugs.






Penile injections with stem cell preparations in the Coolaser Clinic operating room
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Injection of stem cells into the penis is used for functional and organic disorders of blood flow and outflow in the cavernous bodies.




Combination of this procedure with a systemic intravenous injection during clinical trials showed good results in men with this type of disorder. We have seen positive dynamics in various clinical cases with three courses of




Where do the stem cells come from?




1) A skin fragment is taken for rejuvenation purposes by a punch biopsy.




behind the ear










2) A bone fragment is taken for trepan biopsy if the patient agrees:




	hip area
	pelvic bone












trepan biopsy



3) By lipoaspiration, in consultation with the patient, the area with excess fat is chosen and the patient’s own fat is taken. This is most often liposuction:




	Abdominal fat
	Flanks or thighs





In the photo below, Dr. Kovalchuk A.O. is in the operating room during biomaterial extraction from the fat tissue in the abdominal area by lipoaspiration (liposuction) for the isolation and further scaling of mesenchymal stem cells.











Lipoaspiration in the Coolaser Clinic
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The course of treatment, as well as the laboratory stages of preparation of the preparation, is coordinated by our biotechnologist, associate professor, candidate of medical sciences Kovalchuk Andrey.




At the initial free online consultation Dr. Kovalchuk Andrey will personally consult you in the online mode and will answer any questions you may have. If necessary he will also conduct an online consultation in the presence of the patient with the relevant specialists.




Stem Cells: Price in Ukraine




Stem cells price in Ukraine – this is a very important factor and search query, which affects the opportunity and desire to undergo treatment in our country.




Stem cell injection: the price for Ukrainians and foreigners is different




Price of stem cell treatment for Ukrainians and tourists from other countries may differ for objective reasons, which we will describe below.




How much does stem cell treatment cost in Kiev for Ukrainian citizens




During preliminary consultation, your doctor will define your goal and offer you several treatment programs to choose from. The average cost of stem cell treatment in Kiev in Coolaser Clinic ranges from 30,000 UAH to 480,000 UAH. You can determine exactly how much stem cell treatment costs after finding out the following parameters:




	number of MSCs
	age of cultured MSCs
	number of injection procedures
	diagnosis.





Stem cells: cost of treatment for medical tourists from other countries




Our standard protocols for Ukrainian citizens provide for stage-by-stage, sparing treatment with limited doses of stem cell preparations for 21 to 35 days.




For patients from abroad, who don’t have time for a long stay for treatment in Ukraine, we conduct sessions of cell therapy with increased doses of MSC preparations. In cases of short-term stay in Ukraine the treatment course of 3 to 7 days is applied.





Мake an appointment






Medical tourism program for foreign patients:









The citrate dose of the cell drug is increased more than twice as much as the standard protocol. Such a scheme of introduction is explained by the fact that in the short-term treatment it is necessary to increase the dose to obtain a stable result of up to 220% on average. For example: a foreign patient, instead of the standard dose for a single shot of stem cells of 100 million, receives 220 million. The use of an increased dose is explained by the mechanisms of adaptation and engraftment of SC in the body.




Stem Cell Treatment Kiev: Price for Foreigners – 590 000 UAH



	
		
			

									
						Calculate the exact estimation of the procedure: Stem Cell Treatment					

				
									
						Leave your data and we will contact you for an exact estimate of the procedure					
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All prices can be seen at the end of the article or by going to the Price page.
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Sign up for a cell therapy session today!









*** Material checked and approved by surgeon  A. Kovalchuk 




Visit our medical center for successful regenerative medicine and cell therapy. Take advantage of the opportunity to receive an inexpensive, quality stem cell treatment at the licensed Coolaser Clinic.
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        Average prices of stem cell treatments in different countries The prices of stem cell treatments for various diseases are becoming more and more interesting as medical tourism is gaining popularity […]
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        What is Asperger’s syndrome? Asperger’s syndrome is a form of autism that can significantly affect a person’s life It is often referred to as “high-functioning autism.” People with this disorder […]
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        Currently, cell therapy is used to treat a wide range of diseases, and psoriasis is no exception. In recent years, significant progress has been made in understanding the causes of the disease. However, the exact development mechanism is still unknown. In 2017, Polish scientists concluded that the dysregulation of the inflammatory response in psoriasis may be due to dysfunction of some stem cells. 
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    Dear Stem Cell Treatment Team,

I am writing this review to express my utmost gratitude and appreciation for the stellar service I received during my stem cell rejuvenation therapy at your clinic. Having traveled all the way from England, I was initially quite apprehensive. However, from the moment I stepped through your doors, all my fears were immediately put to rest.

Dr. Kovalchuk was simply phenomenal. He explained the entire process thoroughly and professionally, making sure I was comfortable and understood each step. The stem cell therapy performed by him was truly exceptional. I could see the visible changes in my appearance and it was far more than what I had expected. The injections not only rejuvenated my skin but also significantly reduced the wrinkles. These indeed deserve the name “Stem Cell Youth Injections”.

The results were more than just skin deep. I feel invigorated, more energetic and my general health has improved remarkably. I am thrilled with my younger, fresher look and newfound vitality. This is definitely a testament to the effectiveness of your stem cell therapy and the expertise of your medical team.

The cost of the therapy was quite reasonable, and the results certainly justify the investment. Furthermore, your staff was incredibly friendly, caring and accommodating, which made my whole experience even more pleasant.

For those who are considering stem cell rejuvenation therapy, I can’t recommend Stem Cell Treatment Team enough. The results speak for themselves and the photo before and after my stem cell injection clearly shows the impressive change.

Thank you once again for your exceptional service and for giving me a renewed sense of confidence and vitality.

Yours sincerely,

Amanda
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    Dear Amanda,

We are genuinely grateful for your heartfelt review and are extremely pleased to know that your experience at our clinic has exceeded your expectations.

At our clinic, we believe in the transformative power of stem cell therapy and are dedicated to delivering the highest quality of care to all our patients. Knowing that you’ve noticed significant changes, not only in your appearance but also in your overall energy levels and well-being, brings us immense joy. It’s always rewarding to see our treatments contribute positively to our patients’ lives, and your case is no exception.

Dr. Kovalchuk is indeed a highly skilled professional in this field, and we are delighted to hear how satisfied you are with the treatment he has provided. Your words of appreciation mean a lot to him and our entire team.

We understand the apprehension that comes with such procedures, especially when traveling from another country. We’re thrilled to know that our staff’s friendliness and professionalism helped to put your mind at ease and make your experience a pleasant one.

Once again, thank you for trusting us and for your commendation. We are dedicated to advancing our methods and continually improving our services to ensure the utmost satisfaction of our patients. We look forward to serving you in the future should you need any further treatment or assistance.

Wishing you continued vitality and joy,

The Stem Cell Treatment Team
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    I am very grateful to the team at your clinic for my renewed quality of life after stem cell treatment for impotence. For a long time I suffered from various potency problems which led me to you, in search of new treatments. Your doctors proved to be true professionals in their field and were able to customize a personalized treatment plan for me.



I was amazed at the thoroughness and detail with which they conducted the diagnosis. I was presented with various treatment options and we jointly decided that stem cell treatment would be the most appropriate. Although the treatment process was complex and involved both systemic therapy and topical stem cell injections, the entire team at your clinic approached it with the utmost professionalism.



I have now noticed a significant improvement in my condition. My potency has improved significantly and I feel like a complete man again. Thanks to your clinic I was able to enjoy a full sexual life again.



In conclusion, I would like to express my gratitude to all the staff of your clinic. Your professionalism, sensitivity and care are truly unique. I am very glad that I came to you and I can say with confidence that your clinic is a leader in the field of stem cell treatment.



Best wishes,

Mohamed
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    Dear Mohamed,

Thank you so much for your kind words and sharing your experiences. We are absolutely delighted to know that you have seen significant improvements following your stem cell therapy for impotence. Your satisfaction and improved quality of life are the driving forces behind our continuous strive for excellence in providing our treatments.

Our multidisciplinary team of experts always aim to provide personalized treatment plans designed specifically around our patients’ unique needs, and we are thrilled that we could offer this to you. We deeply appreciate your commendation about the professionalism of our team. It is our absolute pleasure to provide the highest level of care and expertise to each and every one of our patients.

Please do remember that we are here to support you and should you ever need any further assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out to us. Your feedback will certainly motivate us to continue improving our services and to keep delivering the exceptional care that you experienced.

We wish you the very best in your ongoing journey towards improved health and well-being.

Best regards, Coolaser Clinic
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    I cannot express my gratitude enough to the entire team at the clinic, especially to Dr. Andrey Kovalchuk. Before visiting the clinic, my life with diabetes was a constant struggle. However, the innovative treatments and personalized care I received there completely changed my outlook.

The treatments started with a careful and thorough examination to assess the exact condition of my body. It was a pleasant surprise to experience such a meticulous approach, taking into consideration all the nuances of my health. The clinic’s dedication to holistic patient care truly sets it apart.

Then began the actual treatment – they administered stem cells via drip in the abdominal region and also performed local injections in the legs. Though I was initially apprehensive about the procedures, the professionalism and reassuring demeanor of Dr. Kovalchuk and his team put me at ease.

I must confess, the difference I felt was incredible. The treatment not only helped me control my diabetes but also greatly enhanced my overall well-being. I no longer feel the chronic fatigue that used to plague my daily routine.

Dr. Kovalchuk is truly a remarkable specialist, and his team is equally commendable. Their proficiency, coupled with a genuine concern for the patients, makes a difference you can feel. I wholeheartedly recommend anyone dealing with diabetes to consider this life-changing treatment.

To everyone at the clinic – thank you for bringing such a positive change in my life!
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    Dear Yun Ji,

Thank you for your kind words and positive feedback. We are pleased that our efforts and innovative treatments have made your life better. Your success is our primary goal, and we constantly strive to provide the highest level of care for our patients.

Diabetes is a complex disease that requires a comprehensive approach. With stem cell therapy, we are able to target different aspects of the disease, which helps us achieve the best possible results. Our methods include intravenous drip infusions in the abdominal area and localized injections in the legs, which helps to improve overall metabolism and blood circulation.

Dr. Andrey Kovalchuk and our team are constantly updating their skills and knowledge to stay abreast of the latest advances in the stem cell field. Your feedback is a great incentive for us to further develop and improve our treatments.

If you have any questions or have any concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are always here to help you. We look forward to your continued health and well-being.

Best wishes,

Your clinic team.
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   Anna Sosnovskaya 
 2023-11-07
 
 
  
  
 
       
   Alexandra Vazhova 
 2023-10-03
 
 
  Робила процедуру smas lifting. Залишились дуже задоволеною, що одразу після процедури, що через три місяці.
  
 
       
   Ольга Ан 
 2023-09-13
 
 
  
  
 
       
   Dmytro Tkachenko 
 2023-07-25
 
 
  Пройшов курс видалення пігментації на апараті Venus Versa. Курс складався з 4-х процедур. Вже після першої процедури найбільш виражені елементи пігментації потеменіли і через декілька днів почали відлущуватись дрібними лусочками. Виконував всі рекомендації лікаря,. Після четвертої процедури тон обличчя став  рівним. Результатом задоволений. Щиро дякую.
  
 
       
   Maryna Fursenko 
 2023-07-19
 
 
  Хотела бы выразить свою благодарность профессионалу своего дела Алесе . Профессиональный подход и 100% решение проблемы .
  
 
       
   Татьяна Баглай 
 2023-07-19
 
 
  Была на консультации у Дмитрия Орищенко - мне понравилось сейчас выбираем имплант. После общения с этим специалистом осталась в восторге... еще хочу блеферо сделать себе, но это позже. Спасибо за крутую клинику!
  
 
       
   Татьяна С 
 2023-07-19
 
 
  Мне очень понравилась. Желала фотоэпиляцию - вообще не больно. Кроме процедуры еще получила консультацию по уходу за кожей. Олеся форове
  
 
       
   Сам Сунг 
 2023-07-19
 
 
  Доброго дня, дякую працівникам ''coollaser clinic'' коли я прийшла в клініку де мені була запропонована процедура мікроголковий РФ ліфтинг,де залишилася дуже задоволена,і лікарю  і адміністрації ,ставлю п'ять балів з п'яти  дякую
  
 
       
   Елена Мельник 
 2023-06-13
 
 
  Дуже задоволена результатом роботи лікарів клініки, мої щирі рекомендації!!!
  
 
       
   Alex Undre 
 2023-06-01
 
 
  Лучшая клиника в Киеве
  
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
    
    
    
    

        


         

         
                
                    Make an appointment for a consultation

                    We recommend that you consult with our doctor before making an appointment for the procedure
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                Frequently Asked Questions

                

                    
                                            	

                                    Laser facial resurfacing. Does it hurt?


                                    	
                                            No, this is a painless procedure, because we apply an anesthetic drug. We also carry out cold air blowing, so no pain! There may be a slight tingling.


                                        


                                
	

                                    How many procedures do I need to remove post-acne scars?


                                    	
                                            Each person's skin is unique and we cannot predict how it will recover from you. Again, during a personal examination, the doctor, based on his experience and examination of your skin, will tell you the number of sessions.


                                        


                                
	

                                    Is it possible for children to remove scars with laser resurfacing?


                                    	
                                            There are no contraindications by age. The main thing is that the baby should let us carry out this procedure. To do this, prepare him psychologically at home. Also, the skin of children is capable of regeneration much better than that of an adult, so early treatment will give excellent results and avoid social awkwardness in adolescence.

                                        


                                
	

                                    When will I be able to use makeup after polishing?


                                    	
                                            The first 3-5 days there is exfoliation of the dead part of the skin, crusts appear, there is a physiological process of healing and building new high-quality layers of the dermis, epidermis. During this period, you need to help her and use the pharmacy products Bepanten, Bepanten-plus, Solcoseril (to choose from). As soon as the crusts come off and you see your "new" face, you can start making up.

                                        


                                
	

                                    How do I know for sure if you can handle my case?


                                    	
                                            We take care of 99% of patients, even the most difficult cases (by the way, we constantly post work with unique clinical cases on social networks). But only a doctor will tell you for sure after a personal examination.


                                        


                                
	

                                    My scar is 3 cm, what is the cost?


                                    	
                                            We calculate the cost based on the price of 300 UAH. 1 sq. cm, so we can't give an exact figure by phone or online. The doctor will calculate the sum for you during a personal examination.
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            Sign up for the service

            Leave us your phone number so that we can contact and clarify the date and time for recording
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				Free consultation			

		

		

				
			The clinic is ready to offer you a free initial consultation by phone. Want to know more?
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